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the old saying goes,'"Fine Feathers, etc.” 
has to ‘wait for an audience—-opportunities seek him.

Fall line of up-to-date Gent's Clothing, the best material, style and finish.

The ‘well dressed man always attracts attention,

DRESS UP at outside prices.
Or, as! if ail nevermas Usual.
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. . $15, $18, $20, $25 and $30
Monday ] 

Night 1 1,000 Suits to Select from at .
Manufactured by Hart, Schafner & Marx, of Chicago.
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Grover Cleveland was the author
of the expression “A public office 1» j Here is where the -Stroller thine» 
a public trust " His political ene- and here is a woman who. while not i 
mio used to say he coppered' the}, resident on Kansas, I» deatraw of j 
expression making in “A public office i being emancipated I* tv ip enetstj 
is a private snap.'' He waa--a-greatther te lici ten mentor toes deeiit 
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first administration the Stroller was over to the stroller aa he did not 
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I The eity council is up against it 
[about what to do with the dogs of 
‘Dawson and the Stroller hastens to
the rescue.

mmcome very much attached to dogs, 
but the danger lies in dogs becoming 
attar tied til people. Men have been 
known to drag bull dogs over fencer 
by the pants—not dog pants 

Rabies have been known to exist 
in virulent form in Dawson and that 
is why the council has the sanction 
of. the .Stroller to act at once in its 
work of passing exterminating legis
lation. \

A person may be bitten by a dog 
and think nothing of it. Years la tat 
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When it tomes to hastening to a 
rescue the Stroller can give the 
Dawson fire department half a block 

lithe start and pass it in. the middle 
■of the watt block, it the Stroller 

could make love like he can hasten 
to a remue be would out-brigham 
Brigham Young in hiR -mv-t bngam- 
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troduce their celebrated virus into 
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f** the cewncil with one fell 
‘0°»*destroy *11 the dogs in town 

are missed by the flrst

sesre person
Stroller does not feel aycure 

It is estimated 
dog» m Dawson today 
weeks of age. There are upward* of 
1800 grown dogs in Dawson With 
only , enough tour for 31»- 

Thr time for Dawson to retrench 
on the matter of dogs » now here 
and the Stroller will uphold the 
council in any-dug reform it may in
augurate.
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Other Sailings Announced Later. Our TkM 
and Freight Office Now Open.
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